
Last Resort - Hint Files
*One Puzzle Per Page



“Big” + Ice Cream Unlock
1. Read the dinner conversation and the “Questioning of the Staff” interviews.

2. The information you need is given by Kona and James.



Spa Unlock
1. Read the dinner conversation and make note of the odd behavior of one of the

staff members.

2. Lauren mentions seeing a staff member tapping on door frames. Harrison

confirms this and says the person he saw doing this is Chanelle.

3. If you look at the brochure you will see that the cover has a doorway design.

4. Some of the symbols from the doorway on the brochure match the symbols on

the spa door.

5. Combine the information about the doorframe tapping, the door frame image on

the brochure, and the spa door to solve this puzzle.

6. You are trying to get a 4 letter word.

7. When Chanelle taps the right side bottom once, she is tapping the guitar symbol.

This symbol is on the spa door with the word “contentment.” Use the first letter

of this word, which is C.

8. When Chanelle taps the right side top three times, she is tapping the beach chair

symbol. This symbol is on the spa door with the word “tranquility.” Use the third

letter of this word, which is A.

9. Now finish the rest to get the word you need to unlock the spa.



Surf Shack Unlock
You will need to have the spa unlocked first.

1. Read Chanelle’s interview. She has the clue you need to unlock the surf shack.

2. Use Chanelle’s clue with the beach ball and the towels found in the spa.

3. Match the colors on the beach ball to the towels. The beach ball is the order you

need and the number of each color of towels are what is used in the code to

unlock the surf shack.

4. If you follow Chanelle's clue on the beach ball “start at white, end on red and

around we go.” You will start on white(3), then move round the ball to end on red.

So the second color you path through is green (2). Keep going to get the rest of

the colors/numbers.

5. Hint: (blue isn’t used since you end on red and there are no blue towels)



Where is the Secret? Unlock
1. Listen to the parrot. Pay special attention when he starts talking about a secret

place.

2. The parrot mentions love birds. That is a hint.

3. Look at the wall with all of the names on it.

4. One set of names should easily tie to the idea of “love” birds.

5. These two names also show up together somewhere else.

6. Look at Jeff and Alex’s review. This is where you will get the words you need that

the parrot mentions.

Parrot Audio Transcript:

“Jack is lazy. Arcck! Jack is lazy. Arcck! Jack is lazy. Arcck!
Crystal is a know it all, know it all.
Kona's smile is so fake.
Chanelle sucks at cleaning. Yes, she does.
Thomas is so shady, so shady.
Malosi needs some new recipes, so tired of fish.

There is a secret place, but this bird won't tell, won't tell.
Ask the love birds, they know. Arrrcck!
Just pay heed to their second and last word and then you will know the place.
Yes, you will. Yes, you will. Arrrck!
Just pay heed to their second and last word and then you will know the place.
Yes, you will. Yes, you will. Arrrck!”



Scuba Gear Unlock
You will need to have found the 4 missing scuba tanks to complete. You will need to

have unlocked the surf shack and the “Where is the secret place?” first.

1. The gauges on the scuba tanks can be read as a fraction of 12. Using the 4 tanks

you start with you have

0/12, 10/12, 3/12, and 1/12.

2. No combination of these tanks will give you exactly one full tank without

overfilling. You will have to find the 4 missing tanks. Once you have them you

will be able to get a full tank of air.

3. Hint: you will use three tanks in total. One from the start four, one from the surf

shack and one from the secret place.

4. The order is from least to greatest based on the amount of air in the tank.



Kitchen Unlock
1. The note on the kitchen door about knowing the VALUE of good ROOM

SERVICE is your clue.

2. Find the value of a single pineapple, mango, and coconut.

3. It will be easier if you start with finding the value of a mango.

4. The Sweet Treat bowl has 5 mangos for $10. So a single mango costs $2.

5. You can use this fact to help you find the value of the other two fruits.

6. Compare the Tropical Balance bowl to the Paradise bowl.

7. If you remove the two mangos from the Tropical Balance you will be le� with one

pineapple and two coconuts for the total cost of $6. The only difference between

this bowl and the Paradise bowl is the Paradise bowl has one more coconut and

costs $7. With that you can determine that the cost of the coconut is $1. Finding

the cost of the pineapple should be easy.



Sunken Ship Unlock
You will use the symbol on the sunken ship door, the old diver’s helmet image, and The

Drunken Octopus sign for this puzzle.

1. Use The Drunken Octopus sign to determine the value of each symbol.

2. Pay special attention to see how the legs of the octopus are numbered.

3. Hint: The 4 legs on the le� are numbered from le� to right based on where they

connect to the octopus’ body.

4. Hint: The weird sun-like symbol is 2.

5. Use the symbol from the sunken ship with the diver’s helmet to get the order.



Weighting Items Unlock
1. You need to determine what items, when combined, have the total weight of 10

lbs.

2. Hint: you are looking for four items.

3. Hint: one of the items is the life preserver.



Where Are Your Friends?

Unlock

1. Use the broken sign pieces with the signpost to determine the distance.

2. Match the broken edges so you can know the distance to each location.

3. Now follow the directions to determine the correct distance.



Cage Unlock
You will need to have the “Where Are Your Friends?” unlocked first.

1. Count the number of times the grouping of letters

“the” “she” “sea” appears in the poem.

2. Hint: the word seashell has both the word, “sea” and the word “she” in it.



Office Unlock
You will need to unlock the sunken ship first.

1. Once the sunken ship is unlocked you will find a key. Use the numbers from that

key to unlock the door.



Supply Drop Code Unlock
You will need to unlock the office first.

1. Use the supply drop instructions with the control panel found in the office.

2. Look at the control panel and determine which set of instructions apply.

3. Hint: Only six lights are blinking.



Who Have You Eliminated/Supply

Drop Unlock
You will need to have 6 suspects eliminated, not counting James King or Samuel

Robinson. You will also need to have solved the supply drop puzzle found in the office.



Where do you go? Unlock
1. Look closely at the drawing.

2. There are hidden letters in the drawing.

3. You should get eight letters that spell out two words.

4. Read the four letters on the le� side then the four letters on the right side.



“Where do the drawings in the

sand take you?”  Unlock
You will need to have unlocked the “Where do you go?” QR code first.

1. Use the drawing in the sand from the “Where do you go?” unlock with the letters

on the crate to find the next location.



Staff Only Room Unlock
You will need to have unlocked the “Where does the sand take you?” QR code first.

1. Use the two pieces of paper you found in the unlocks. (“Who Have You

Eliminated…?” and “Where do the drawings in the sand take you?”)



Where Do the Pieces Le� on the

Board Take You? Unlock
You will need to have unlocked the “Staff Only Room” QR code first.

Compare the wall of computer monitors to the review mentioned.

Notice that there are only three screens that are not crossed out.

Also the monitors make a 3x4 grid.

This is the same number of rows and words in the review.

Find the words that match up with the three screens that are not crossed out.

Remember to use the location's full name.



Radio Unlock
You will need to have unlocked the “Where Do the Pieces Le� on the Board Take You?”

QR code first.

1. Simply read the information in the “Where Do the Pieces Le� on the Board Take

You?” unlock and follow the directions.

2. Number of scuba tanks = 8

3. Number of signs on post = 6

4. Number of female staff members = 2

5. Number of drawn trees = 5



Solved all the Puzzles?
You will need to have solved all the puzzles at this point.


